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Career Tip: Work Hard And Don’t Befriend Career Tip: Work Hard And Don’t Befriend 
WrongdoersWrongdoers

Those born in the year of the rat will have a smooth year in

2021. Seize this chance to work hard, and you can expect excellent

results. If you’re still in school, the lucky star “Jade Hall” in your life

cycle will  make sure that your grades are outstanding and things

will go well for you in your studies. However, as the unlucky star

“Six Harms” is  also in your life cycle,  you need to watch out for

backstabbers and try  not  to  befriend wrongdoers,  as  it  will  only

lead to negative consequences in the future.

On the other hand, the lucky star “Union of the Year” in your

life cycle symbolizes a joyful collaborative experience when working

with your colleagues. Your clients will also support you, leading to

great  advancements  in  your  career.  Still,  as  the  ill-omened  star

“Illness Spell” is shining over you this year, remember to take care

of your health,  no matter how much work you may have. Those

born in the year of the monkey and, to a lesser degree, those born

in the year of the tiger are your good-luck charms when it comes to

your career. Collaborations with such people are likely to lead to

success in your work life. Careers involving the elements fire and

metal will be the most beneficial to you.

Finance Tip: You’ll Have A Reliable Main Finance Tip: You’ll Have A Reliable Main 
Income Source, But Side Sources May Not Be As Income Source, But Side Sources May Not Be As 
ReliableReliable

Your  finance  fortune  is  quite  good  this  year.  You’ll  have  a

reliable main income source, and investments are also likely to be

lucrative, though gambling may very possibly lead to losses. As your

health won’t be very good this year, it’d be better to save up some

medical funds in advance. You’re prone to be swindled during the

summer,  so  be  extra  careful  during  then,  and  watch  over  your

belongings when going out in early autumn, for that’s when you’re

the most likely to be a victim of a theft or robbery. This is a good

year for purchasing property, but think it over before buying stocks,

and definitely don’t put all your eggs in one basket.

Health Tip: The “Illness Spell” Star Is In Your Health Tip: The “Illness Spell” Star Is In Your 
Life Cycle, So Take Good Life Cycle, So Take Good CareCare Of Your Health Of Your Health

The ill-omened star “Illness Spell” is in your life cycle this year,

so  your  health  won’t  be  too  good  this  year.  Take  extra  care  of

yourself,  especially when it  comes to your lungs and liver.  If  you

suspect any issues, don’t hesitate to see a doctor. Also try not to
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overwork,  as  that  will  lead  to  a  series  of  consequences.  You’re

susceptible to contracting diseases in the summer, so steer clear of

disease-prone areas and always be on your guard. Take care of the

health and safety of the children in your household in the period

between autumn and winter.

Relationship Tip: You Will Be QuiteRelationship Tip: You Will Be Quite
Popular, But Don’t Be FicklePopular, But Don’t Be Fickle

You’ll  be  quite  popular  this  year  in

social  situations,  but  don’t  let  it  get  to

your head and still watch what you say, or

your  idle  comments  may  attract

unnecessary  trouble.  Your  love  life  is

looking up as well, but don’t be fickle just

because you may have multiple choices, as

that will only lead to problems.

Rat: Blissful Bat And KoiRat: Blissful Bat And Koi
Bats (fu in Chinese) and koi (li in Chinese), when put together,

gain the auspicious meaning of good blessings and fortune (fuli). In

this ornament, there are six koi fish swimming in the waves

and  three  bats  draped  over  a  large  pearl,  forming  a

blessed scene of good fortune.

Those born in the year of the rat can expect to

advance smoothly in  your career,  though you

have to watch out for backstabbers and stay

away  from  friends  with  bad  intentions.

Your  finance  luck  is  excellent,  and  it’s  a

good  time  for  investments.  Place  this

“Blissful  Bat  and  Koi”  ornament  in  the

northwest of your quarters, and it will bring

you a year of good fortune.
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